Fall 2009 RFP Projects Awarded
2009

Issa Abbasi, Nursing, EOF
    Title: “College of Nursing -EOF Student Computer Lab Upgrade”

Mehul Antani, NCAS, Office of the Dean of Student Affairs
    Title: “Computer Upgrade in Records Room- Office of the Dean of Student Affairs”

Edna Baugh, Law School, Clinic
    Title: “Rutgers School of Law - Newark, Clinic Programs”

Anonda Bell, Paul Robeson Galleries, Paul Robeson Galleries
    Title: “Gallery”

Paulette Blowe, NCAS, Urban Education
    Title: “Creating a Model Classroom for Pre-Service Teachers”

Edward Bonder, NCAS, Biological Sciences
    Title: “Digital Imaging and Bioinformatics in Sea Urchin Research”

Miguel Cervantes, NCAS, Biological Sciences
    Title: “Bioinformatics and Bioimaging Exercises in the Foundations of the Biology Laboratory”

Frank D’Astolfo and Dana Damiani, NCAS, Arts, Culture, and Media
    Title: “Computer Upgrades for Arts, Culture, and Media”

Kevin Dowlin, RBS, Ph.D. in Management Program
    Title: “Ph.D. in Management Student Systems Upgrade Project”

Wei Fang, Law School, Law Library
    Title: “Law Media Viewing Station”

Beth Freda, NCAS, Political Science
    Title: “Polis Student Computing Lab”

Alexander Gates, NCAS, Earth & Environmental Sciences
    Title: “Enhanced Computing Capacity in Earth and Environmental Sciences”

Alexander Hinton, NCAS, Soc/ Anthro Center for the Study of Genocide and Human Rights
    Title: “Computers for the Center for the Study of Genocide and HR”

Thomas Hopkins, NCAS, R-N Career Development Center
    Title: “Career Development Center- Student Career Research Mini- Lab”

Frank Jordan, NCAS, Chemistry
Title: “Chem 227 and Chem 588”

William Keigher, NCAS, Mathematics & Computer Science
Title: “Mini-Lab for Engineering Students”

R.W. Kluiber, NCAS, Chemistry
Title: “Chem 113-114 Chem 109-110”

Darnell Moore, SPAA, Center for Urban and Public Service
Title: “Newark Schools Research Collaborative (NSRC)/The Institute on Education Law and Policy”

Kinna Perry-Ammons, NCAS, Honors College
Title: “Honors College Student Computers”

Phylis Perterman, NCAS, Social Work
Title: “Student Academic Support and Research”

Simon Reich, Graduate School, Division of Global Affairs
Title: “Computing for Students and Faculty Training and Research Laboratory Hosted by the New Center for the New Study Emergent Threats in the 21st Century”

John Rollino, NCAS, Physics
Title: “Physics Lab Upgrade”

Furrukh Salikhov, NCAS, Writing Program
Title: “Rutgers- Newark Writing Program Computer Inventory Replacement and Upgrade: Computers for Resource Room and direct Student Interface”

Ralph Siegel, CMBN, Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience
Title: “Analysis of Data from Physiological Studies”

Dante Simone, Law School, Law
Title: “Rutgers Conflict Resolution Law Journal Computer”

Robert Snyder, Graduate School, Graduate Program in American Studies
Title: “Graduate Program in American Studies”

Carol L. Soto, NCAS, Office of International Students and Scholar Services
Title: “Administrative Assistant”

Christina R. Strasburger, NCAS, History and African American and African Studies
Title: “Upgrading the Computing Resources for the Faculty and Students of the Department of History”

Wajid Ullah, NCAS, Educational Opportunity Fund
Title: “EOF Pride/Lab Upgrade”
Wajid Ullah, NCAS, Student Support Services
Title: “SSS Tutoring Upgrade”